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In 2012 critically acclaimed singer and songwriter Frank Ocean changed the face 
of hip-hop when he came out two days prior to the release of his second album, 
“Channel Orange.” The album shot to number two on the Billboard charts.

Born Christopher Breaux in Long Beach, California, Ocean spent most of his 
childhood in New Orleans. His father left when Ocean was 6 years old. His song 
“There Will Be Tears” chronicles the pain of that abandonment. Ocean describes 
his childhood as solitary. He was expelled 
from every school he attended.

Ocean buckled down just enough to 
finish high school. He went on to 
study English at the University of 

New Orleans. When a friend offered him time in a Los Angeles recording 
studio, Ocean jumped at the chance.

In Los Angeles, Ocean wrote tracks for Justin Bieber and John Legend 
and joined the celebrated hip-hop collective, Odd Future. After a deal 
with recording studio Def Jam fell through, Ocean independently released 
his first solo album, “Nostalgia.” As the album generated buzz, Def Jam’s 
new chief executive convinced Ocean to sign with the label.

Commenting on Ocean’s debut studio album, “Channel Orange,” music critic 
Alexis Petridis wrote: “Perhaps this is R&B’s Ziggy Stardust moment, where 
the controversy and publicity surrounding an artist’s sexuality and the brilliance 
of his latest album combine to give his career unstoppable momentum.”

Ocean has collaborated with artists like Jay-Z, Kanye West and Beyonce. By age 
26, his awards included GQ’s Rookie of the Year, GLAAD’s Outstanding Music 
Artist and a Grammy for Best Urban Contemporary Album.

FRank ocean 
b. October 28, 1987, Long Beach, California

“There’s just some magic in truth and 
honesty and openness.”

Ocean changed the face 
of hip-hop when he came 

out publicly just before 
the release of his  highly 

successful second album. 
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